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Taking Cues From Nature – March 2016 

A Lesson for The Journey Within by Cindy Gilstrap 
 
I am so thrilled you are here! I hope you enjoy the lesson and are inspired 
to take a close look at the nature around you. 
 

Photo Inspiration 

 
You are welcome to use my photos 
for your inspiration. However, I do 
encourage you to take a peaceful 
walk and really observe the 
nature that’s around you. Take 
time to notice the shapes, the 
colors, the shadows, and all the 
lines.  
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Nature Poem Inspired by Photo 

 
With your colors bright and bold, 
You give joy to the bitter cold. 
 
Your persistence to shine through the brown, 
Inspires me to grow and not get down. 
       
 

Supplies 
 
The supplies listed are supplies I used in the video lesson and are only 
suggested for the lesson. It is recommended you watch the lesson before 
you purchase supplies. Then shop your own stash and try to use things you 
have on hand. Substitutions are always encouraged. 
 
* Art Journal (one you have made in The Journey Within or anything you 
would like to work in.) 
* Art Journal substitution – mixed media or watercolor paper 
* Deli paper to protect pages and use as a palette 
* Masking tape to tape off your binding (optional) 
* Round and flat paint brushes (I used a #8 and #1 round and a Dina 
Wakley flat mixed media brush) 
* Scraper, catalyst wedge, or old credit card 
* White or clear gesso. You can substitute white acrylic paint. 
* Acrylic paint (I used Martha Stewart, Beach Glass, Scallion, and Date 
Night Pink. I also used Handmade Modern paint from Target in Avocado 
and Leaf) 
* Matte medium or glue stick (I used Ranger Multi Matte Medium) 
* Vintage paper scraps 
* Stencils – (I used Crafter’s Workshop TCW351S leaf stencil and a Tim 
Holtz dot stencil by Stampers Anonymous) 
* Sponge or blending tool (I used blending tools by Ranger) 
* Graphite or colored pencil (I used Prismacolor Ebony Jet Black) 
* Pens or markers for adding details (I used Faber Castell Pitt Pen White 
101 and the Uni-ball Signo UM-153 in white) 
* Heat tool or hair dryer for drying layers quicker (I used Ranger Heat It 
Tool) 


